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Abstract
Professional boxers and other contact sport athletes are exposed to repetitive brain trauma that
may affect motor functions, cognitive performance, emotional regulation and social awareness.
The term of chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) was recently introduced to regroup a wide
spectrum of symptoms such as cerebellar, pyramidal, and extrapyramidal syndromes, impairments
in orientation, memory, language, attention, information processing and frontal executive
functions, as well as personality changes and behavioural and psychiatric symptoms. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) usually reveals hippocampal and vermis atrophy, a cavum septum
pellucidum (CSP), signs of diffuse axonal injury, pituitary gland atrophy, dilated perivascular
spaces, and periventricular white matter disease. Given the partial overlapping of the clinical
expression, epidemiology, and pathogenesis of CTE and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), as well as the
close association between traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) and neurofibrillary tangle formation, a
mixed pathology promoted by pathogenetic cascades resulting in either CTE or AD has been
postulated. Molecular studies suggested that TBIs increase the neurotoxicity of the TAR DNA-
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binding protein 43 (TDP-43) that is a key pathological marker of ubiquitin-positive forms of
frontotemporal dementia (FTLD-TDP) associated or not with motor neuron disease/amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (MND/ALS). Similar patterns of immunoreactivity for TDP-43 in CTE, FTLDTDP, and ALS as well as epidemiological correlations support the presence of common
pathogenetic mechanisms. The present review provides a critical update of the evolution of the
concept of CTE with reference to its neuropathological definition together with an in depth
discussion of the differential diagnosis between this entity, AD and frontotemporal dementia.
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chronic traumatic encephalopathy; traumatic brain injuries; boxing; contact sports; Alzheimer’s
disease; frontotemporal dementia; amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Introduction
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The expression “punch-drunk syndrome”, used in lay boxing circles [1] was renamed
dementia pugilistica (DP) in the late 1930s [2], emphasizing the severity of cognitive
sequels. Later on, this concept was revised to include three temporally distinct types of
boxing-related traumatic events. Critchley, in 1957, examined the entire clinical spectrum:
acute “knock-out” and amnesia, intermediate reactions such as the “groggy state”, and
chronic conditions referred to as chronic progressive traumatic encephalopathy [3]. More
recently, the terms of chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) [4–10], or chronic traumatic
brain injury (CTBI) [10–13] were proposed for the same condition. CTE, CTBI, and DP as
such encompass the complex constellation of the long-term cognitive, motor, and psychiatric
repercussions of repetitive head trauma not only in boxers [14–24], but also in other contact
sports [8,9,25,26] (Table 1).
Clinically, the diagnosis of CTE depends on the presence of progressively evolving
neuropsychiatric symptoms attributable to repeated brain injuries that cannot be attributed to
other pathological processes [10]. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) shares several similarities with
CTE both in terms of clinical expression [17,22] and structural neuroimaging changes [27].
Post-mortem analyses may often permit to define CTE [22,28], yet several reports have
questioned the definite neuropathological distinction between CTE and AD
[8,10,12,16,17,21]. In this line, recent molecular and neuropathological findings indicate a
close relationship between CTE and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) spectrum [9,24].
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The present review summarizes the current status of knowledge on the clinical expression
and pathophysiology of boxing and contact sports-related CTE, with particular reference to
the place of neuropathology in the differential diagnosis between this condition, AD, and
FTD. We focus on boxing-related CTE because it has been more consistently described in
the medical literature. However, recent observations show that the expression of CTE and its
pathological determinants is quite similar in other contact sports [8,27,29]. In order to
illustrate the diagnostic challenge related to the distinction of these disorders, we also
provide the case report of a professional ex-boxer, who developed a rapidly progressive
cognitive decline long after his retirement from competitions.

From concussions to CTE
Concussions are usually triggered by traumatic biomechanical forces (a direct blow to the
head or elsewhere on the body with an impulsive force transmitted to the head) that induce
functional alterations rather than structural injuries and result in a graded set of neurological
symptoms with or without loss of consciousness [30]. Contact sports athletes are commonly
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exposed to concussions [30–39]; the frequency in professional boxers is estimated to be 0.8
brain injuries per 10 rounds and 2.9 brain injuries per 10 boxers [7]. After a first episode, a
higher susceptibility to subsequent concussions of increased severity leading to cumulative
and often severe brain damage was reported [3,32,40–44]. This chronic damage was
associated with a variety of sports that expose to concussions such as boxing, football,
soccer, rugby, martial arts, wrestling, and ice-hockey [8,9,25,26,29,37,40,42,43,45–51]. The
expression “groggy state” designs the intermediate condition between knock-out/amnesia
and boxing-related CTE [3,6]. Boxers present with impairment of movements and fighting
skills, become increasingly vulnerable to blows and take longer to recover after the bouts. At
this stage, the most common neurological symptoms include slurring dysarthria,
dysequilibrium, gait ataxia and less frequently a fine intermittent tremor in the absence of
other extrapyramidal signs. The cognitive deficits concern only directed attention. Changes
in personality have been reported along with various behavioural and psychiatric symptoms
such as emotional lability, episodes of hypomania, and pathological sensitivity to alcohol
[3,6,52,53] .
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Epidemiological data on boxing-related CTE are surprisingly scarce [6,11]. Only one welldesigned study reported prevalence rates close to 17% in British professional boxers who
had careers in the 1930–1950s [53]. Although published almost 50 years ago, this study
remains the best estimate of the prevalence of CTE in this contact sport. An analysis among
the population of professional boxers over the century (from 1900 to 2005) revealed a
significant decrease in their exposure (measured by the length of career, mean of 19 years
reduced to 5, and bout numbers, mean of 336 reduced to 13) predicting a significant
decrease of CTE in the next decades [11]. Better medical care may also contribute to this
trend [6,11]. Besides repeated concussive head impacts, estimated by the length of career
and total number of bouts [4,10,53–56], age of retirement, increased sparring, Caucasian
race, poor performances and slugging type fighters, as well as ApoE ε4 genotype, are among
the most frequently cited risk factors for this condition [3,5,8,10,52,57–60].
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Clinically, CTE has an insidious onset [61] and approximately one third of the cases are
progressive [53]. Evolution is unusually rapid with only a 2 to 3 years period between
clinical onset and late manifestations [52]. Although three stages of clinical deterioration
characterised by specific neuropsychiatric features were initially proposed [52], recent
evidences do not support the concept of a sequential clinical evolution [6,11]. Depending on
the lesion location, a combination of various cerebellar, pyramidal, and extrapyramidal
syndromes including traumatic parkinsonism (in its complete or more often abortive form)
may occur [3,4,6,11,52,26,62–65]. However, a few cases without motor signs have been
also described [22,66,67]. The progressive cognitive decline predominates in the later
phases of the disorder [10,52]. It usually evolves to clinically overt dementia 10 to 30 years
after retirement from competitions [7,10,20] with an unknown percentage of cases
experiencing stable mild cognitive impairment [20]. Neuropsychological tests revealed
impairments in memory, attention and concentration, information processing and finger
tapping speed, sequencing abilities, and frontal executive functions [4,7], as well as
difficulties in maintaining an effective action strategy, mental inflexibility, perseveration,
anomia [66], and spatial disorientation [68]. Athletes who sustained their last sport
concussions more than 30 years ago exhibit neuropsychological deficits that affect episodic
memory and attention/executive functions similar to those reported in mild cognitive
impairment and AD [50]. Personality changes and behavioural and psychiatric symptoms
are among the cardinal features of the disease [6,10,53]. Exacerbation of premorbid
personality traits and appearance of suspiciousness, restlessness, impulsivity, disinhibition,
irritability, violent behaviours with explosive outburst of aggression, transient cheerful or
fatuous attitude (the “fatuous or euphoric dementia” described by Critchley, 1957), mood
fluctuations, clinically overt depression and hypomanic episodes, morbid jealousy, paranoia,
Neuropathol Appl Neurobiol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 October 1.
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and drug abuse are among the most frequently encountered symptoms [3,4,6,10,53,66,69].
More rarely, patients display hyperorality and hypersexuality as elements of the KlüverBucy syndrome [53,69–72]. Multiple cerebral infarcts and Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome
often exacerbate CTE neuropsychiatric expression [23].
Structurally, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is more sensitive than computed
tomography (CT) for the detection of boxing-related chronic sequelae [10,73]. Commonly
observed abnormalities include cortical atrophy with enlargement of the sulci and lateral
ventricles, hippocampal and vermis atrophy, presence of a cavum septum pellucidum (CSP),
signs of diffuse axonal injury, pituitary gland atrophy, dilated perivascular spaces, and
periventricular white matter disease [6,13,27,74,75]. A study on 100 cases of professional
combatants (boxers and mixed martial arts fighters) using high-field MRI revealed that 76%
of the subjects had at least one among these findings with a clear predominance of the
hippocampal atrophy (59%) and CSP (43%) [27]. MR spectroscopy has been also used to
examine the reduction of N-acetyl-aspartate in the lentiform nucleus but its specificity in this
context remains unknown [6,74,76,77].
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Unlike MRI, data on functional imaging changes in CTE are rare. Most studies included
limited samples lacking appropriate clinical documentation [6,74]. The pattern of
hypoperfusion is quite similar to that observed in AD cases with a predominant involvement
of the parietal and temporal cortex [13,78–80]. Early electrophysiological studies at rest as
well as event-related potentials did not allow for distinguishing CTE from AD [for review
see 6]. Increased phasic theta latencies were reported only in one-third to one-half of
professional boxers with CTE possibly reflecting directed attention deficits [52,53,69,72,81–
83]. When present, these EEG changes correlate with age, number of bouts, and history of
knockouts [72,82,84].

CTE, AD, and FTD: pathogenetic issues
The overlap between AD and CTE is not new and concerns not only the similarities in the
clinical expression of these conditions but also their epidemiology and pathogenesis. More
recently, a similar debate has emerged in respect to the complex relationships between CTE
and FTD. In order to illustrate the diagnostic challenge of CTE, we provided a case report of
a 83-year old ex-boxer with detailed neuropsychological, neuroimaging and psychiatric
documentation as online supporting information.
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From an epidemiological viewpoint, both positive [46,85–92] and negative [93,94] data
were reported in respect to the association between a history of previous head trauma and
AD risk. The severity of brain injury mostly assessed by the loss of consciousness was
described as one among the rare robust environmental risk factors for AD [46,85–87,89].
Conversely, data for repetitive head injuries are limited; a study in former athletes who
suffered multiple concussions reported a 5-fold increase in the prevalence of mild cognitive
impairment as well an earlier onset of AD compared to age-matched controls [49]. A metaanalysis conducted up to 2001 [88] replicated the results of a first meta-analysis [85] that
supported a significant association between head injury and AD, but only in males. How
traumatic brain injury (TBIs) can trigger the neurodegenerative cascade of events resulting
in AD is still controversial [92]. Moreover, AD-like neurodegenerative changes following
head injuries or repetitive mild trauma may be present alone or in conjunction with other
types of neurodegenerative lesions [95]. In the same line, ApoE ε4 genotype, the major risk
factor for AD, is associated with increased risk for CTE [5,10,57,96]. In a recent study of 10
cases with autopsy-confirmed CTE, five subjects carried at least one ApoE ε4 allele and one
was homozygous for ApoE ε4 [8]. Recent genetic association studies explored the possible
role of several gene polymorphisms in the neuropsychological, neuropathological or
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neuroimaging phenotypes of TBI [96–98]. While correlation with APOE is the strongest
[96,98], other data emerged: neprilysin polymorphism may make TBI patients more
vulnerable to amyloid-beta plaque formation [99]; ACE polymorphism may be associated
with worse neuropsychological sub-acute performances in moderate and severe TBI [100];
COMT and DRD2 polymorphisms may influence dopamine dependent cognitive processes
as executive/frontal lobe functions [96]; Val66Met BDNF polymorphism affects the
recovery of executive functions after combat-related TBI [101]; BCL2 [102] and
neuroglobin [103] polymorphisms influence functional outcome (also neurobehavioural
outcome for BCL2). The role of interleukins (Il-1α, Il-1β, Il-6) [96,98,104,105] and p53
[96,98,106] polymorphisms are still debated. Finally, the interaction between TBI and
APOE gene status in respect to AD risk reported conflicting results [89,92,96]. In a large
population-based prospective historical cohort study, a non-significant trend toward a
stronger association between AD and early adulthood head injury in subjects with more
epsilon4 alleles were reported [46]. In an extensive multi-centre epidemiological study [86]
and in a retrospective autopsy study [87] the influence of severe TBI on the risk of AD
appears to be higher in subjects lacking APOE ε4 alleles. On the contrary, two studies
evoked the possibility of a synergistic interaction between these alleles and TBI (91,107). In
the same line, a recent experimental study demonstrated that TBI accelerates
neurodegenerative pathology in double-transgenic animals expressing the common human
apoE alleles and mutated amyloid precursor protein, and that pathology is exacerbated in the
presence of the apoE4 allele [108].
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Unlike AD, the possible links between CTE and FTD have aroused growing attention only
in recent years. The TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43), a neurofilament-binding and
mRNA-stabilizing transcript protein [109], was recently established as the major
pathological protein in FTD with ubiquitin-positive and tau-negative inclusions (FTLD-U,
renamed FTLD-TDP), with or without motor neuron disease/amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(MND/ALS), and in sporadic ALS, setting the concept of a spectrum of “TDP-43
proteinopathies” [110]. This protein is also present in a number of other neurodegenerative
diseases, including AD and boxing-related CTE [9,24]. In some individuals with CTE, the
TDP-43 proteinopathy involves the spinal cord and may be associated with clinically overt
ALS [9]. Some epidemiological studies also showed a robust association between ALS and
head injury [111,112], but this position was challenged by Turner and collaborators [113]
who suggested the possibility of interference by recall or reporting bias. It has been
postulated that TDP-43 plays a critical role in mediating the response of the neuronal
cytoskeleton to axonal injury [114] and therefore may be encountered among the triggers of
neuronal degeneration induced by cumulative head trauma [9]. In agreement with this
model, during a traumatic brain injury the brain and spinal cord undergo shear deformation,
producing a transient stretch of axons and consequent perturbation of cytoskeleton,
consisting in dissolution of microtubules/neurofilaments and pathological reorganisation of
neurofilaments [115,116]. This process accelerates the accumulation, aggregation, and
mislocation to the cytoplasm of TDP-43, with consequent enhancement of its neurotoxicity.

Differential diagnosis between CTE, AD, and FTD: the place of
neuropathology
Neuropathological examinations in boxers with CTE revealed fenestrations in septum
pellucidum, loss of large pyramidal neurons and Purkinje cells, degeneration of the
substantia nigra pigmented cells, and formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) and in some
cases senile plaques (SP) or diffuse amyloid deposits (Fig 1), which then may reflect the
presence of concomitant AD [8,14,15,17–19,22,28,53,65,117–119].
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In an early clinicopathological case report, we described the clinical evolution of a
Caucasian former professional boxer who developed dementia pugilistica. [18,120,121]. The
patient started boxing at 17 and at 22 he was at European championship level. At the age of
24 he began to exhibit behaviour described as bizarre, that led to the supposition of
emerging intellectual deficit. From the age of 25, he developed a progressive
neuropsychiatric symptomatology, characterized by extra-pyramidal hyperkinetic-rigid
syndrome, pyramidal signs, epileptic manifestations (generalized tonic-clonic seizures,
absences and focal manifestations) as well cognitive impairment (memory disturbances,
temporospatial disorientation, deficit of judgment/abstract thinking with agnosognosia) and
psychiatric/behavioral symptoms (dysphoria, megalomania, paranoid attitudes and
aggressiveness). He was hospitalized in the psychiatric Hospital of Geneva twice; he died at
the age of 58 of a pulmonary embolism. The neuropathological analysis revealed no fibrillar
amyloid deposits, but large numbers of NFT concentrated in the supragranular layers of the
neocortex (Fig. 1). NFT densities in the neocortex but not in the hippocampal formation
were significantly higher in this boxing-related CTE than in typical AD cases [18]. Overall,
a distinct pattern of NFT distribution within neocortical association areas was described in
CTE compared to AD cases. NFT in CTE were mainly located in superficial layers (II and
upper III; Fig. 1) whereas in AD they predominate in deep layers (V and VI), correlating
with the location of neurons forming specific corticocortical connections. In the same line, a
case of head banging in a young adult patient with autism showed high numbers of NFT in
layers II and III of the inferior temporal cortex, aggregating in large clusters, without
amyloid deposition [122]. This finding suggests that a more circumscribed population of
cortical pyramidal neurons might be affected in CTE than in AD; in the hippocampus and
entorhinal cortex, on the contrary, the NFT distribution is comparable to that observed in
AD (with numerous NFT in the CA1 field, subiculum, and layers II and V of the entorhinal
cortex) [18]. NFT in boxing-related CTE are strongly immunolabeled by antibodies to
hyperphosphorylated tau proteins [18] and show biochemical modifications comparable to
those observed in AD [16,18,19,118,119,123,124]. Compared with others tauopathies,
neurofibrillary degeneration in CTE is distinguished by preferential involvement of the
superficial cortical layers, irregular patchy distribution in the frontal and temporal cortices,
propensity for sulcal depths, prominent perivascular, periventricular, and subpial
distribution, and marked accumulation of tau-immunoreactive astrocytes [8,18,115,119].
Diffuse amyloid deposits and SP formation have been reported in the brains of boxingrelated CTE and post-traumatic AD cases [17,19,118,125–130]. These studies also pointed
to the fact that deposition of amyloid and amyloid precursor protein may occur very rapidly
following TBI leading to an extensive cortical amyloid deposition in most of these cases.
However, the impact of this phenomenon on the clinical expression of CTE remains
controversial [8,10,17,18]. In this respect, boxing-related CTE seems more comparable to
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/Parkinsonism-dementia complex of Guam (Guamanian ALS/
PDC) where amyloid deposition marginally influences the cognitive performances [131–
133]. Observations of amyloid-containing NFT have been reported in AD, Guamanian ALS/
PDC and boxing-related CTE [18,134–137], although this finding is more frequent in the
first two illnesses. Variable amounts of neuropil threads have been observed in boxingrelated CTE using classical histological stains or immunohistochemistry against tau protein
isoforms [18,19]. More recently, using TPD-43 immunocytochemistry, McKee and
colleagues [8,9] reported a profusion of thread-like structures in these brains that probably
have a complex cellular origin.
NFT in CTE are primarily distributed in regions functionally related to the limbic structures
(perirhinal and entorhinal cortex, amygdala, hippocampo-septo-hypothalamic pathway,
piriform and orbitofrontal cortex) pointing to a possible olfactory system-related origin of
the pathology [8,122].
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Abnormal expression of TDP-43 (usually confined to limbic areas in moderate to severe AD
cases) is more frequent in the neocortex of boxing-related CTE cases [9,24]. The pattern of
distribution of TDP-43 inclusions here is similar to that observed in FTLD-TDP, in that
widespread regions of the brain are affected [9]. This widespread TDP-43 proteinopathy in
CTE may affect the brainstem, basal ganglia, diencephalon, medial temporal lobe, frontal,
temporal, and insular cortices, and subcortical white matter in most cases [9]. FTLD-TDP is
also associated with MND/ALS and TDP-43 immunolabeling, but it is often characterised
by tau-negative neuronal inclusions that are immunoreactive for ubiquitin. Conversely, the
TDP-43 immunoreactivity found in CTE is associated with an extensive tauopathy [9].
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Two main hypotheses have been proposed to explain the pathogenesis of CTE. This disorder
may be seen as a slowly progressive tauopathy with a recognizable environmental aetiology
[8,115,138]. The fact that CTE shares some features of AD, in particular
immunocytochemically identical NFT and in a minority of cases diffuse Aβ deposits and SP
suggest an at least partly similar biological background [8,12,16,17,21,126]. Taking into
account the clinical and neuroradiological similarities between CTE and AD reported above
[17,22,27] as well their epidemiological and neuropathological relationships, it has been
recently proposed that just as acquired vascular injuries may interact additively or
synergistically with AD, traumatic injuries may produce a mixed pathology by promoting
cascades resulting in either AD or CTE (Fig 2) [8,51]. Alternatively, the positive
immunoreactivity for TDP-43 in CTE, FTLD-TDP, and ALS, as well as the frequency
occurrence of TBI in ALS indicate that these entities may share some pathogenetic
mechanisms related to pathological expression of this protein [24,110].

Conclusions
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In a boxing-exposed population but also in other contact sports involving the head, effective
measures of prevention are still rare [6,10,11]. A number of early “return to play” (RTP)
guidelines have been proposed to decrease the occurrence of concussions but their scientific
validity is still questionable [139]. The most widely used protocols are the Cantu guidelines
[140], the Colorado guidelines [141], and the American Academy of Neurology practice
parameters for concussion management [32]. More recently, a more complex RTP
assessment was conceived as a dynamic model taking into account the interactions among
several variables related to athletes, nature of traumatic events, medical presence,
neuropsychological assessment, and others extraneous factors [142]. In 2009, a National
Academy of Neuropsychology Education Paper emphasized the role of a baseline and serial
neuropsychological evaluations and proposed ad hoc parameters for ringside evaluation,
post-injury neuropsychological evaluation, return-to-ring and retirement decision [7]. Other
contributions argued that neuropsychology has a unique, but not exclusive, role in the
decision making process [143–145]. Most consensus statement papers suggest the utility of a
multidisciplinary approach, including periodic medical check-ups and neuroimaging
assessment, such as baseline and follow-up CT as well as more sensitive MRI
[6,30,31,74,146].
The most interesting perspectives in this field concern the possibility of identifying
structural and functional alterations that would predict future CTE in asymptomatic athletes.
Conventional 1.5 T MR imaging detects only a small part of the structural changes due to
concussions. The availability and use of new techniques will certainly change this situation.
The improved resolution and increased signal-to-noise ratio on 3 T MRI systems could help
to detect very small gray matter changes that take place long before the emergence of first
symptoms [27]. In the same line, the use of an MRI technique more sensitive to
microstructural changes such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) could reveal earlier diffuse
brain damage in boxers [147]. A first neurophysiological study in asymptomatic concussed
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athletes has demonstrated a significant decrease in P300 amplitudes in response to an
auditory stimulus at least 5 weeks post-concussion [148]. These data support the idea of a
recovery period of at least 4 to 6 weeks before returning to the ring and question the validity
of the absence of symptoms as a guidepost in RTP assessments [8,149]. More recently, an
EEG study of 12 professional concussed boxers (without a CTE diagnosis) showed
increased P300 latency and reduced amplitude in a Go/No-Go task (that mimics fast
stimulus discrimination, response selection, and motor reaction or inhibition, that are
particularly relevant in a combat sport), that correlated with executive processing
impairment. Based on this observation, the authors proposed that event-related potentials
might be a tool for early detection of boxing-related brain dysfunction [150]. Overall, these
first attempts to identify biological markers of future cognitive decline among boxers
parallel with a 10 year delay the progressive change of focus of the clinical research in AD
from the treatment of clinically overt cases to the identification of at risk individuals on the
basis of their biological vulnerability. Future investigations should aim to identify early
biochemical, structural and functional hallmarks of CTE and test their predictive validity in
large cohorts of contact sport athletes.
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ACE

angiotensin converting enzyme

AD

Alzheimer’s disease

ALS

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

BCL2

B-cell lymphoma 2 proto-oncogene anti-apoptotic protein

BDNF

brain-derived neurotrophic factor

COMT

catechol-o-methyltransferase

CTBI

chronic traumatic brain injury

CSP

cavum septum pellucidum

CTE

chronic traumatic encephalopathy

DP

dementia pugilistica

DRD2

dopamine D2 receptor gene

FTD

frontotemporal dementia

Il-1α

interleukin-1α

Il-1β

interleukin-1β

Il-6

interleukin-6

MCI

minimal cognitive impairment

MND

motor neuron disease

MRI

magnetic resonance imaging

NFT

neurofibrillary tangles

p53

apoptosis-inducing protein 53

SP

senile plaques
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TBI

traumatic brain injury

TDP-43

TAR DNA-binding protein 43
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Figure 1.

Mild cortical atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (a) and chronic traumatic encephalopathy
(CTE) (b) with fenestration of the septum in CTE (arrow). Note the differences in the
laminar distribution of NFTs: in AD (c), they are mainly in the deep layers, whereas in CTE
(d) the superficial layers contain tau-immunoreactive inclusions (arrows). Numerous senile
plaques are seen in AD (e) but they are very rare in CTE (f) (arrows). c and d:
immunohistochemistry with anti-tau antibody AT8 (Innogenetics, Gent, Belgium; 1:3,000),
e and f: with anti-amyloid beta antibody 4G8 (Signet laboratories, Dedham, MA, USA;
1:2,000). Scale bar: c and d = 500 mm, e and f = 125 mm.
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Figure 2.

Cumulative brain damage, CTE, and AD: findings from epidemiologic, genetic, and
neuropathological/immunocytochemical studies
Abbreviations: AD: Alzheimer’s disease; CTE: chronic traumatic encephalopathy; MCI:
minimal cognitive impairment; NFT: neurofibrillary tangles; SP: senile plaques; TBI:
traumatic brain injury; TDP-43: TAR DNA-binding protein 43
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Table 1

Boxing-related CTE over more representative reports in literature

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Authors / years

Type of study / patients

Main observations

Martland, 1928

23 cases of retired boxers (clinical details in the
case-report of a 38 year-old retired professional
boxer)

“Punch-drunk syndrome” (“the occurrence of the
symptoms in almost 50% of fighters seems to be
good evidence that some special brain injury due
their occupation exist”)

Millspaugh, 1937

-

“Dementia pugilistica”

Critchley, 1957

21 case reports of boxers (16 professional), at
different stages of their sportive activity

Panel of possible boxing-related neuro-psychiatric
injuries over the time (knock-out/amnesias →
“Groggy state” → “Punch-drunk state”); “Chronic
progressive encephalopathy” (cumulative brain
damage)

Roberts, 1969

Prospective study: randomly sampled 250 retired
professional boxers (registered in British Boxing
Council between 1929–1955) of which 224
formally studied (physical examinations,
psychiatric interviews, neuropsychological
assessment, EEG and pneumoencephalography)

Prevalence of clinically defined boxing-related
CTE among British retired professional boxers in
the percentage of the 17%

Neuropathological examinations in 15 cases of
retired boxers with CTE

Characteristic neuropathological findings: NFT
spreaded diffusely through both the cerebral cortex
and brain-stem, CSP with fenestrations, cerebellar
and cerebral scarring and degeneration of the
substantia nigra; absence of SP

Corsellis et al., 1973

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Guterman and Smith, 1987

Literature review (physiopathology of brain
injury; neuropathological, clinical and
neuroradiological aspects; analyson
contributions of electrophysiological studies and
other laboratory methods; questioning on safety
of boxing)

Roberts et al., 1990

Neuropathological examinations of 20 CTE
cases in ex-boxers (15 professionals and 5
amateurs, of which 14 cases from archival
formalin-fixed material of original study of
Corsellis et al., 1973) + 20 Alzheimer’s Disease
cases + 20 cases-controls

Correlation between EEG abnormalities in boxers
with encephalopathy (while present in
approximately 60% of cases) and encephalopathy
is low: role of EEG in prevention, but not in
diagnosis

At the immunocytochemical investigation,
presence in all the DP cases of extensive βamyloid deposits (diffuse SP)

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Hof et al., 1992

Neuropathological examinations of 3 cases of
CTE (in 3 retired professional boxers) + 8 cases
of AD

Association cortex of brains in DP demonstrates an
inverse NFT distribution as compared to AD

Unterharnscheidt, 1995 I,II,III,IV,V

Literature review (neurological and
neuropathological aspects)

Permanent brain damage in boxers (both
professional and amateur)

Mendez, 1995

Literature review of studies on 274 professional
boxers (neurobiological, clinical,
neuropsychological, diagnostic, and management
aspects of boxing-related brain injuries)

Clinical expression of CTE may results in a
spectrum (mild, non-progressive motor changes →
DP). Safety’s measures and rehabilitation
techniques do not eliminate risk of CTE

Jordan, 2000

Literature review (clinical, diagnostic,
neuropathological and treatments aspects)

Main risk factors for CTBI: increased exposure
(i.e., duration of career, age of retirement, total
number of bouts), poor performance, increased
sparring, ApoE-ε4. Mainstay of treatment is
prevention; medications used in AD and/or
parkinsonism may be utilized

Moseley, 2000

Literature review (significance analysis of
structural and functional neuroimaging
techniques)

Significant correlations between imaging
abnormalities and clinical evidence of brain
damage not attainable by most morphological
studies; large informative data in functional
imaging not yet available

Clausen, 2005

Literature review on retired professional boxers
and data analysis of active professional boxers
(636 subjects since 1930s to present, in the U. K.
and Australia)

Exposure in professional boxing (measured by
bouts and length of career) has decreased
significantly over the century → incidence of
boxing related CTBI should diminish in the current
era
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NIH-PA Author Manuscript
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Authors / years

Type of study / patients

Main observations

McCrory et al., 2007

Literature review (definition, pathophysiology,
clinical assessment, epidemiological data and
neuroanatomical/neuroradiological aspects)

Attempt of establishing clinical evidence basis for
boxing-related CTE

Areza-Fegyveres et al., 2007

Case report (a 61 year-old retired boxer, amateur
for 14 years and professional for 3 years)

A case of DP diagnosed on neuroimaging and
neuropathology data with practically
undistinguishable clinical features from AD

Loosemore et al., 2008

Review of observational studies on clinically
defined boxing-related CTE (1950 to 2007)

There is no strong evidence to associate CTE with
amateur boxing

Heilbronner et al., 2009

Literature review (neuropsychological aspect and
recommendations to improve safety standards)

Recommendation of a systematic monitoring of the
neurocognitive status throughout a boxer’s career
(baseline and serial neuropsychological
assessments)

Nowak et al., 2009

Case report and literature review (a retired world
boxing champion; correlation of clinical features
with histochemical and immunohistochemical
changes)

Dementia in retired boxers could be exacerbated
by others etiologic factors than those typical in DP
(such as multiple cerebral infarcts and WernickeKorsakoff syndrome)

McKee et al., 2009

Review of 48 cases of neuropathologically
verified CTE recorded in literature (37 retired
boxers) and clinical findings of 3 case reports (2
retired boxers)

CTE as a neuropathologically distinct slowing
progressive tauopathy with a clear environmental
etiology; hypothesis of interactions with the
pathogenetic cascade of AD

Orrison et al., 2009

Literature review on MRI findings and
assessment of 100 unselected consecutive 1.5and 3.0-Tesla MRI examinations of professional
unarmed combatants (boxers and mixed martial
arts fighters)

Literature-based checklist approach by high-field
MRI showed that 76% of the unarmed combatants
had at least one finding that may be associated
with Traumatic Brain Injury: 59% hippocampal
atrophy, 43% CSP, 32% dilated perivascular
spaces, 29% diffuse axonal injuries, 24% cerebral
atrophy, 19% increased lateral ventricular size,
14% pituitary gland atrophy; 5% arachnoid cysts
and 2% contusions. Possible role in prevention of a
systematic assessment

Handratta et al., 2010

Case report (a retired professional boxer, 47years-old, with double diagnoses of
schizophrenia and CTBI) and literature review

Hypotheses about pathophysiology of
neuroimaging findings and their relationship to
neuropsychiatric symptoms

King et al., 2010

Neuropathological examinations of 59 cases of a
variety of neurodegenerative conditions (of
which 3 cases of boxing-related CTE)

Peculiar pattern of abnormal expression of TDP-43
in the neocortex of boxing-related CTE cases

Omalu et al., 2010

Clinical findings + neuropathological
examinations of 5 cases of CTE in professional
contact sports athletes

Suicidal and para-suicidal behaviors

McKee et al., 2010

Clinical findings + neuropathological
examinations of 12 cases of CTE, of whom 3
with MND (4 professional boxers)

TDP-43 proteinopathy in brain and spinal cord:
clinical and pathological link between CTE, FTD
and MND

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Abbreviations: AD: Alzheimer’s disease; CTBI: chronic traumatic brain injury; CSP: cavum septum pellucidum; CTE: chronic traumatic
encephalopathy; DP: dementia pugilistica; FTD: frontotemporal dementia; MCI: minimal cognitive impairment; MND: motor neuron disease;
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NFT: neurofibrillary tangles
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